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I hope that you will enjoy our first newsletter for 2008. The newsletter
contains many interesting articles. Rika van der Walt from the Treaty and
Information Management Section at the SA Department of Foreign Affairs
shared with us useful information when searching for treaties, agreements
and conventions.
Disaster planning is an essential component of preserving your
institution’s collections. Included in this issue is an article by Dr Jan Lyall
titled: "Disaster planning for libraries and archives: understanding the
essential issues'. Also included is the second part of the article on "Past
Chairs of OSALL Committee"
In our regular featured column: DOTTING THE ‘i’ and CROSSING THE
‘t’, Mary Bruce provides us with her notes from her recent presentation:
"Google Groups Archiving: OSALL listserv".
Thank you to Nico Ferreira for his valuable, ongoing contribution, which
informs us of interesting journal articles and books.
Enjoy.

OSALL is once again very privileged to have received a donation of
R13 000.00 from Academic Marketing Services. This donation will be
used towards sending one OSALL member to the BIALL conference as
well as sending a member to the combined SAOUG/SLIS/OSALL
conference to be held at the CSIR on 3 – 5 June 2008.
Thank you very much to Michael Brightmore and AMS for the
sponsorship.

For all newsletter contributions:
Sharon Pather-Nagy
(Editor)
Tel : (011) 286-6954
SharonP@routledges.co.za
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•
TREATIES, AGREEMENTS, CONVENTIONS…..a few
tips for law libraries

Signature, ratification, accession and approval are
different ways that a State can express
its
intention to be bound to an international treaty. It
does not express different
degrees
of
commitment, but usually relates to different
constitutional
processes for approval. The
treaty itself will indicate how the State must
express
its
intention to be bound but a
general indication of the use
of the terms is as
follows:

Queries on treaties seem to be a more regular
occurrence every day and it can often be confusing
because sometimes a user asks for an agreement, the
next day he wants a treaty and if he is really difficult he
will want a convention. Relax OSALLites, your user is
actually looking for an international agreement, the
terminology is just different. Oh yes, and every so often
your user will just state that he wants the Vienna
Convention. Please have the following comeback ready:
‘Which Vienna Convention Sir? There are several Vienna
Conventions.” Your users will immediately look at you
with more respect.

Signature: Can be used either to become Party to
a treaty (normally bilateral treaties) or to express
an intention to become a party to the treaty at a
future date - subject to ratification or accession
(normally multilateral treaties).

I have been working as legal librarian in the DFA for
several years, and still learn new things about treaties
every day. I would like to share a few points that may just
make your life easier whenever you are dealing with
queries on treaties:

Ratification: The way in which a State becomes
Party to a treaty which it has signed/ or which has
not already entered into force. Most often used for
multilateral treaties. The treaty will indicate when
ratification is required. In most constitutional
Democracies ratification will involve parliamentary
approval.

First and most important of all is to know who to contact
when you have any, and I really mean any queries on
treaties. Jot these numbers down: Mrs Marie Jacobs at
012 351 0892 has a wealth of treaty experience behind
her (25 years), and if she can’t help you, nobody in SA
can. Our new and upcoming treaty expert is Ms Lebo
Mokgwetsi who can be contacted at 012 351 0742. Of
course you may also try your luck by contacting Rika or
Nolubalo in the Legal Library at 012 351 0872 or 0726.
We may just surprise you.
A few general tips:
• An international agreement refers to an
agreement between states, or between states
and international organisations that creates or
intends to create a relationship between them
that operates under international law.
• There are bilateral and multilateral agreements.
Bilateral agreements are between two countries,
multilateral agreements are between three or
more countries.
• Governments conclude agreements.
Government departments are designated as the
authority for negotiating and implementing
agreements. You will often find that the various
government departments publish “their”
agreements on their official web sites. The Treaty
Section in the Office of the Chief State Law
Adviser (IL), however, has been designated by
Cabinet as the custodian of all treaties that South
Africa is a party to, and is officially responsible
for maintaining the South African Treaty
Register.

Often you will hear that a treaty has been signed,
or acceded to, or ratified. What does this mean?

Accession: The way in which a State becomes
Party to a treaty which it has not previously
signed/ or sometimes to a treaty which has already
entered into force. Most often used for multilateral
treaties. The treaty will indicate when accession
is required. In most constitutional democracies
accession will involve parliamentary approval. The
difference between ratification and accession is
timing, but the procedure is the same.
Acceptance: Used interchangeably with accession/
ratification - applicable for some States’
constitutional processes.
•

•

•

Sections 231(2) and 231(3) of the Constitution of
the RSA prescribe the approval process for
treaties. The responsible government department
and the Office of the Chief State Law Adviser
(International Law) determine whether an
agreement falls within the ambit of section 231(2)
or 231(3).
When is a treaty actually in force? The
agreement will stipulate when it enters into force.
It may stipulate that the agreement will enter into
force upon signature thereof, or that ratification is
needed first. Where ratification is required, the
parliamentary process described in s 231(2) will
be applicable.
The National Executive must at all times approve
international agreements before they can be
signed.
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International agreements are not always
published in the Government Gazettes. It is best
to contact the Treaty Section directly for
information.

I trust that you will all find this information useful. Please
feel free to contact us at any time.
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In each of the preventive, preparedness, response and
recovery plans it is essential that consideration is given to
all areas likely to be affected by the disaster. These
areas are:
•

personnel including staff, users and visitors

•

collections and records including all categories of
archival records, serials, monographs,
manuscripts, maps, sound recordings, computer
discs, optical and video discs, pictorial materials,
and their related catalogues. It is also important
to consider the protection of the institution’s vital
records. These are usually considered to be
those records without which the institution could
not operate. All legal documents, essential files
and financial records are included in this
category

•

building and equipment including equipment,
vehicles, air conditioning plant, plumbing,
electrical services and computers

Article written by: Rika van der Walt
Treaty and Information Management Section:
Department of Foreign Affairs
VanderWaltR@foreign.gov.za
******
DISASTER PLANNING FOR LIBRARIES AND
ARCHIVES: UNDERSTANDING THE ESSENTIAL
ISSUES
Description of a Disaster Plan
A disaster plan is a document which describes the
procedures devised to prevent and prepare for disasters,
and those proposed to respond to and recover from
disasters when they occur. The responsibility for
performing these tasks is allocated to various staff
members who comprise ’the disaster team’.
A comprehensive disaster plan consists of several
independent but interrelated smaller plans. Every
disaster has three phases: before, during and after. A
variety of plans is required to cope with each of these
phases. In the ’before phase’, which corresponds to
everyday routine operations, two types of plan should be
in operation: preventive and preparedness. Preventive
plans recommend actions that will prevent most
disasters. They include recommendations such as the
repair of leaking roofs, the improvement of maintenance
and the upgrading of security. Preparedness plans are
designed to ensure that identified disasters can be
managed. They recommend actions such as the
identification of important items in the collection, the
purchase of plastic sheeting, the provision of freezing
facilities and the training of staff to enable them to
respond to a variety of disasters. In the ’during phase’ a
response to the disaster must be made. The
effectiveness of the response is governed by the
thoroughness of the preparedness plan.
In the ’after phase’ recovery plans are implemented. Due
to the unique nature of every disaster, recovery plans can
never be formulated in detail. Most disasters affecting
libraries and archives however, involve water damage.
The water can originate from a variety of sources
including: from extinguishing a fire, from a burst water
pipe, leaking roof or blocked drain, or from cyclone
damage. Consequently, all key personnel should be
familiar with salvage methods for wet library and archival
materials.

The relationships between the various phases of a
disaster and the corresponding disaster plans are shown
schematically in Figure 1. Each type of plan must take
into account personnel, collections and the building.
Figure 1. Types of Disaster Plan
Phase
Type of Plan
Before ------< Preventive
< Preparedness
During ------< Response
After ------ < Recovery
All preventive activities should be incorporated into the
day to day operations of the institution. Once the disaster
plan has been formulated it is important to decide how
much time can be devoted to preparedness. A balance
must be struck: disaster planning may prevent other
essential operations, such as cataloguing, filing and user
services, from being carried out. Too much time ought
not to be spent on disaster planning activities: only
enough for the institution to be adequately prepared.
Basic Elements of Preparing a Plan
Since a disaster plan must apply to the building and all its
contents, including people, collections, records and
equipment, it is highly desirable that the plan be prepared
by a team rather than an individual. There are five main
steps in preparing a disaster plan:
•
•
•
•

conducting a risk analysis
identification of existing preventive and
preparedness procedures
making
recommendations
to
implement
additional
preventive
and
preparedness
procedures
allocating responsibilities
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•

devising procedures to respond to and recover
from disasters.

Step 1: Conducting a Risk Analysis
The first step is to conduct a risk analysis. The purpose
of the risk analysis is to identify those occurrences which
pose the greatest threat to the organization and its
collections. Having carried out the risk analysis it is then
possible to develop procedures to eliminate those risks or
to reduce their impact should they occur.
Table 1. Risk Categories and Examples
Category Probability and Effect
Category 1: High probability, high effect
Examples: Fire, cyclone, flood, civil unrest, earthquake,
dust storms, burst water main.
Category 2: High probability, low effect
Examples: Leaking tap, poor environmental conditions,
theft, vandalism
Category 3: Low probability, high effect
Examples: Earthquake, nuclear war, civil unrest
Category 4: Low probability, low effect
Examples: Collapse of bookshelf, theft, vacuum cleaner
malfunction
It must be remembered that risks are not static, but rather
vary as conditions change. For example, the risk of fire is
much greater during building alterations are taking place
than during normal operations.
Risk analyses will produce different patterns for different
organizations. Factors such as geographic location,
building construction, political environment, number of
staff, overcrowding and use patterns will have a bearing
on the result of the analysis.
Step 2: Existing Procedures
The second step in preparing a disaster plan is to identify
the existing preventive and preparedness procedures,
which most organizations already have. Such procedures
will vary among organizations and will range from
security, storage procedures, cleaning practices, through
binding and fumigation operations to fire safety
precautions. These activities are rarely the responsibility
of a single individual and it is frequently difficult to identify
all staff members who have some responsibility for a
particular activity related to disaster planning.
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cyclone area, buildings should be built to a specified anticyclone standard. Preparedness plans are usually the
most important in coping with disasters in Category 1.
Preparedness includes insuring collections, creating and
periodically updating contingency plans, assembling
emergency supplies, identifying important parts of the
collections, allocating salvage priorities, identifying
alternative storage sites, providing adequate fire
protection, and providing opportunities for staff to be
aware of what is expected of them in the event of
disaster. Response and recovery will be virtually
automatic if an appropriate number of people are, and
remain, informed.
Despite the variety of disasters in this category the most
common risk to collections from all types of disaster is
water damage. Most wet library and archival material is
salvageable so comprehensive preparedness plans for
coping with water damage are essential. (References
detailing salvage procedures can be found in the
bibliography)
Although many Category 2 disasters can be prevented
simply by implementing adequate preventive practices,
some consideration will usually have to be given to
preparedness. Preventive activities, once they have been
identified, can generally be built into the institution’s
ongoing maintenance program, with the provision that
they are never put on the ’deferred maintenance’ list in
times of economic restraint. One of the aims of this
exercise of implementing preventive procedures is to
move as many events as possible from Category 2 to
Category 4.
Category 3 risks should be considered, but most have
such a low probability that special precautions do not
need to be developed. An example would be an
earthquake in an area where earthquakes are extremely
rare.
As stated above, the aim of a disaster plan is to minimize
risks and to move as many as possible into Category 4.
Recommendations must be achievable and will depend
on many factors including those below.
•

Availability of funds. Some recommendations
such as building improvements and improved
maintenance usually require additional money. If
funds are not available such recommendations
cannot be implemented. However, a
recommendation could be made to obtain funds.

•

Availability of facilities. If certain facilities are
not available there is little point in developing a
plan which relies on them. For example, there is
no point in recommending that wet material be
frozen if freezing facilities are not available.

Step 3: Recommendations for Improvement
The third step in preparing the plan is to make
recommendations for additional procedures to prevent
and prepare for high probability disasters that are those
in Categories 1 and 2.
Most disasters in Category 1 cannot be prevented but the
effect of some can be mitigated by implementing
appropriate preventive procedures. For example, in a
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Availability of trained personnel. Many
countries do not have trained conservators. In
these cases it is necessary to train staff to carry
out emergency treatments and to seek
professional advice.

When making recommendations it is important to
remember that every disaster is unique; the occurrence
and nature of actual disasters can rarely be predicted.
Plans therefore must be flexible. With the implementation
of a satisfactory plan day-to-day disasters cease to be
disasters: they become minor incidents.
Step 4: Allocation of Responsibilities
The broad ranging nature of a disaster plan results in the
involvement of many staff. Some of the tasks likely to be
identified and the corresponding staff who could be
responsible for their implementation are shown in Table
2.
Table 2
A. Preventive Actions
Affected Area Recommended Action
Responsibility
People
Replace worn carpets
Building Manager
Repair faulty wiring
Electrician
Building
Upgrade maintenance on
Building Manager
plumbing and electrical
services
Improve security
Security Officer
Maintain records of
Safety Officer
incidents and
recommend improvements
Collections
Improve shelving in stacks
Building Manager
Improve security in
Security Manager
reading rooms
Introduce regular cleaning
Services Officer
in stacks
Investigate fumigation
Preservation Officer
procedures
B. Preparedness Actions
Affected Area Recommended Action
People
Hold regular evacuations
First aid training
Building
Install new signs
Maintain liaison with
Emergency services
Purchase additional fire
Extinguishers
Collections

Responsibility

Safety Officer
Training Officer
Designer
Building Manager
Services Officer

Insurance provisions
Finance Officer
Identify important
Librarians, Archivists &
material and determine
Curators
priorities for salvage
Maintain lists of
Preservation Officer &
Emergency contacts
Personnel Manager
Maintain lists of
Materials and availability
Catalogue Section &
Librarians
availability
Arrange for copying and offsite
storage of catalogues and
shelf lists
Maintain lists of approved
Preservation Officer
salvage techniques
Maintain cooperation with
other organizations local, national and
international.
Form and train recovery
teams
Everybody who has a role to play in the preventive and
preparedness phase should be identified and their
responsibility clearly stated.
Step 5: Response and Recovery Procedures
In devising response to and recover procedures, it is
important to state in the plan which staff members have
responsibility for declaring a state of emergency and
implementing the plan. Other procedures to be covered
include dealing with the media, processing insurance
claims, directing recovery teams, contacting freezing
facilities, collecting recovery materials, contacting
specialist conservators and reporting damage to the
government or appropriate authority.
Disaster plans are usually presented as large documents
detailing each of the preventive, preparedness, response
and recovery plans. The responsibility for executing
individual tasks often is not clearly attributed. It is
essential to incorporate into the plan a list of all members
of the disaster team, clearly stating their responsibilities
during all phases of a disaster. The frequency with which
their tasks need to be carried out should also be
specified.
In general preventive tasks can be incorporated into the
library’s regular maintenance program but many
preparedness tasks fall outside the scope of normal
activities and are easily neglected. For a disaster plan to
be successful it is necessary to have the multitude of
tasks comprising the plan coordinated by a committed,
and preferably senior, staff member. The task of
maintaining a disaster plan is a continuing activity. It is
not something which has to be done only when a disaster
occurs.
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Reasons for Failure
The main reason for failure is lack of awareness: plans
do not work if they remain on a shelf. People make plans
work, by being familiar with their contents.
In the preparative stages, staff from many different areas
of the library are brought together to work on the task of
developing a disaster plan and a spirit of unity is
engendered. However, when the plan is complete, staff
returns to their work areas and unless they are brought
together on a regular basis this spirit dies. Without this
sense of unity the plan is almost certainly doomed to
failure. For a plan to be effective it is necessary that all
staff know their own responsibility, are aware of others’
responsibilities and communicate with each other.
Keeping up with the preparedness aspects of a disaster
plan is crucial to its success. It is essential that the library
remain committed to the plan. It is easy to push some of
the tasks on the preparedness list into the ’ too hard
basket’. A task which frequently suffers this fate is
allocating priorities for salvage. Others may be less
difficult but take up precious time and so become
neglected. One such task is holding regular evacuations.
Another reason plans fail is the inability to predict the
nature of disasters - each disaster is unique. When a
disaster occurs it is very important to remember that
sufficient time must be devoted to conducting a thorough
examination of the disaster site. It is essential that the
cause of the disaster be determined as quickly as
possible. If water is pouring over a collection it is just as
important to discover where the water is coming from and
to stop it at its source as it is to cover up the books.
Monitoring of the disaster site, especially after a fire, is
essential. Fires have a habit of breaking out again after
they are believed to have been extinguished.
To enable staff to adapt the written disaster plan to a
specific situation and to become familiar with working
together it is useful to stage mock disasters on a regular
basis. It is impossible to cover all eventualities in the
written plan and staging of mock disasters provides a
practical method of testing the plan.
If a disaster results in total destruction of a library or
archive, having a disaster plan will not assist in the
recovery of the collection. It will however serve a useful
purpose in that staff will have had to face the prospect of
a disaster and will be able to cope better with the reality
than they would have been able to without any disaster
preparedness training. They will be able to commence
the task of rebuilding the collections and the building.
In summary, plans fail due to:
•
•
•

lack of awareness of contents of plan,
unpredictability of disasters,
lack of adequate examination of disaster scene,
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•

size of disaster.

Results of Failure
Failure could be reflected in any one or all of the three
essential library areas - people, building and collections.
If the building, its services and facilities are not returned
to an operational level the organization will not be able to
function.
If the collections are not salvaged and returned to
circulation or made available for use there will be a
reduction and perhaps even a loss of library services.
Money will be needed to replace lost collections. If the
institution’s records are destroyed it will not operate
effectively for some time.
If staff is not informed of developments during the ’after’
phase, when they may have to work in an uncomfortable
environment, they will become discontented: grievances,
illness and absenteeism will increase.
How to Avoid Failure
Having gone to the trouble of preparing a disaster plan, it
is important to revise it frequently and to ensure that all
staff are familiar with its contents. One of the best
methods of maintaining staff awareness is to practice the
plan regularly.
One way of practicing the plan, which is not
recommended, is to have frequent disasters. Indeed, if
the plan is effective, frequent disasters should be
prevented. However, in some instances, such as in very
old buildings and in tropical countries frequent disasters
are often unavoidable. Regardless of the frequency of
unavoidable disasters, training sessions, including mock
disasters, should be held on a regular basis to ensure
that all staff is familiar with the disaster plan.
As mentioned previously the preventive procedures can
usually be incorporated into the regular maintenance
program of the library. It is the preparedness activities
which tend to be ignored and these are the ones which
are vital in coping with a real disaster.
Another factor to be borne in mind is that the larger the
library, the more staff it has, and the greater is the effort
required to coordinate the activities of all staff involved in
a disaster plan. In a small library staff tend to know each
other, know each others’ home telephone numbers and
are aware of what is going on in the library.
The key element in avoiding failure is for all staff,
especially senior staff, to remain committed to the plan.
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How to Measure Success

Lucy Graham

Mid 1998 to mid 2000

Some performance indicators for measuring success are:

Elizabeth Bourne

Mid 2000 to mid 2002

Danielle Botha

Mid 2002 to mid 2004

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

frequency of disasters
time required for the library to return to normal
operations
quantity of material lost
value of material lost
quantity of material requiring conservation
time required to repair the building
response of staff to disaster; whether they can
operate in less then optimal conditions and
maintain reasonably high morale.

Conclusion
Disaster planning is becoming an essential component of
the overall management plan for a library or archive. The
importance of an effective disaster plan is regularly
demonstrated in institutions which are strongly committed
to their plans. There is ample evidence to indicate that to
be effective, a plan must be incorporated into the day-today management of an institution. A well thought out and
presented plan is useless if it exists solely as a document
on a shelf.
Article written by: DR JAN LYALL
Assistant Director-General, Cultural and Educational
Services, National Library of Australia
jlyall@nla.gov.au
******
Article on Past Chairs of OSALL Committee –
Part 2 of 2. (Part 1 of this article was published in the
December 2007, Issue 18, Number 4.)

Hildred Hadassin

14/11/1976 to 22/2/1979

Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee
Lynette Davis

22/2/1979 to mid 1979

Interim Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee
Lynette Davis

Mid 2004 to mid 2006

Ruth Ward (Mid 1996 to mid 1998)
My first introduction to OSALL was from Lesley Kahn
(then librarian at the Legal Resources Centre). Little did I
expect to land up being on the committee, and not long
thereafter in the hot seat! After a stint as treasurer, I took
on the position of Chair in early 1996, after Mary Rose
Russell was unable to continue. I was in awe of her
knowledge and expertise!
OSALL continued to run courses on the SA legal system,
and information resources, which were very well
attended. Later on, sessions covered topics such as
’Introduction to legal information on the ’Internet’, again
addressing current training needs of law librarians.
We conducted a salary survey in 1997 – it was really
quite basic, but perhaps that is what works best.
I happened to be Chair of OSALL during the dissolution
of SAILIS (which finally disbanded in June 1998) before
the birth of LIASA. With OSALL being a division of
SAILIS there was quite a bit to attend to! There were lots
of papers and formalities to be taken care of, but
ultimately a decision was taken by the committee not to
become an interest group constituted under LIASA, but
rather to continue to operate as a fully independent
entity.
Critical to OSALL's continued existence, was the drafting
of a brand new Constitution.
Elizabeth Bourne in particular gave sterling input on the
Constitution and reviewed draft after draft, along with
others on the committee. These were quite difficult issues
to address. But the decision to remain 'independent'
seems to have served OSALL well so far. If anything it
has reduced the load on committee members - needing
to attend and participate in fewer external meetings and
deliberations.

Mid 1979 to mid 1980
Mid 1980 to mid 1982

Jeannie Van Wyk

Mid 1982 to mid 1984

Sandra Sapire

Mid 1984 to mid 1986

Lynette Davis

Mid 1986 to mid 1988
Mid 1988 to mid 1990

Daphne Burger

Mid 1990 to mid 1992

Lynette Davis

Mid 1992 to mid 1994

Mary-Rose Russel

Mid 1994 to mid 1996

Ruth Ward

Mid 1996 to mid 1998

In 1997 the New Logo and templates were designed and
accepted, the OSALL website was established, and the
Listserv followed shortly thereafter! I think the listserv in
particular has proved to be a great vehicle for OSALLites!
Looking back over annual reports, I was reminded that in
the 1990s, OSALL made an annual social responsibility
grant. I think this was a wonderful gesture. Perhaps even
if finances do not permit monetary donations to worthy
causes, perhaps OSALLites should adopt a 'social
responsibility project' annually. I know people are busy,
but the rewards for all are worthwhile.
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The overriding impact of being an OSALL committee
member over the years has been one of great friendship,
collegiality and networking, the value of which cannot be
overestimated!
Although there was a lot to do, I recommend a stint on
the committee – fun and fruitful!
Contribution by: Ruth Ward
Lucy Graham (Mid 1998 to mid 2000)
New to the OSALL committee, and elected Chair, a very
daunting prospect it was! Thank goodness for the
seasoned committee warriors, Liz Bourne and Ruth Ward
(Past-Chair) who guided me in those first months. It was
a stimulating, time consuming and thoroughly enjoyable
period in my life. Marina Rubidge worked very hard as
secretary and both Cora Badenhorst and Charmaine
Bertram produced the newsletter in hardcopy.
In my term, the word “Osallite” was introduced into the
English language by Charlotte Pitts, we were all
consumed with the Y2K problem which was likely to
occur to our pc at the stroke of midnight on the
31/12/1999. The listserv, which was in its infancy,
became a more comfortable tool of trade with our
members. One of the words listed in OSALL newsletter
that a librarian should know was “spam”.
We were involved with LIASA and the issue of OSALL’s
independence. I worked very closely with Amanda
Franken (SLIS Chair) which included attending the LIASA
conference in Cape Town on a serious budget. Other
than marketing SLIS and OSALL, we transported around
300 large heavy gift bags for the delegates, initially via
SAA which did not have a baggage allowance and then
in the smallest car available. Everyone knew who we
were.
We had meetings and workshops on Copyright, Water
law, International legal materials, Implementing
Knowledge Management, Managing Internet and
Electronic resources, SDI and current awareness and
had indabas with publishers Sabinet and Butterworth’s to
iron out issues that Law Librarians raised. Sweet &
Maxwell gave us breakfast for the first time.
We worked on a guidebook to South African Legal
Resources.
During the four years that I worked on the committee, I
ran the Legal Library at First National Bank. I am a
contract legal librarian paid by the hour, so a lot of work
was done at home.
Contribution by: Lucy Graham
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Danielle Botha (Mid 2002 to mid 2006)
Being OSALL Chair for a total of two terms, from 2002 –
2006 was both challenging and exciting, and I certainly
learnt a great deal. One of the true highlights was that I
met many more fellow law librarians than I would ever
have by just being a solo librarian, and have built
numerous friendships on the way. I was also given the
opportunity to attend two overseas conferences in my
role as Chair, which were truly unforgettable experiences.
During this time I was very blessed in the sense that my
organisation, Brink Cohen Le Roux Inc., was very
supportive of my position as Chair, and understanding of
the time-intensity of the job.
In the four years of my chairmanship, the committee
together with myself worked for many changes and
improvements: our logo, website and newsletter were
upgraded and modernised, we changed banks to
streamline our banking and to enable us to do it
electronically, we arranged many meetings, workshops
and conferences, we sent members to overseas
conferences and strengthened relations with overseas
and local sister organisations - the list goes on, and will
continue to go on. It was a pleasure working with the two
different committees I chaired over this period, something
not every OSALL chair has the privilege of experiencing.
We weren't at a loss for topics for meetings, as the law
kept changing drastically, and BEE was just being
introduced. There were changes in my life too, as I got
married in my last term of Chair, and had to introduce my
new husband to this dynamic organisation of law
librarians. I daresay it changed his life too!
One of the things that I naively didn't expect would be
part of Chairmanship, were the politics. Considering we
are a mainly female organisation, most of us in high
stress jobs, sometimes the claws would come out and
the Chair would have to play peacekeeper. In retrospect,
I think it's part of every leadership position.
It was fun being at the forefront of OSALL for a time, and
I will always treasure that period of my life.
Contribution by: Danielle Botha
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2 = 7 of 1475 messages
3 = 1 of 1 message (New since last time)
4 = access to other functions including Pages and Files
which will be discussed further on

Google Groups Archiving: OSALL listserv

5

6

Notes from Lighting the Way on the Information
Highway: Sabinet Online Legal Bookmarks and
Google Groups Archiving Workshop (Routledge
Modise, 28 February 2008)
http://groups.google.com/group/osall-list
All of our 283 listserv members receive copies of
requests by email almost as soon as the messages are
posted. However, one of the advantages of having our
system set up using Google Groups is that these
messages are automatically archived and accessible to
those who subscribe to the listserv.
In order to reduce the number of duplicate requests, it is
suggested that members quickly preview and/or search
the archives to see if a similar query and answer has
already been recorded.
Like many Google applications, Google Groups requires
the user to have a Google account. Mine has been set up
using only an email address and password: no further
details. The web-address above will bring you to a screen
that looks like this:

1
2
3
Step two: meeting the homepage

4

Discussions
This area may be accessed by clicking either on the link
in the right hand pane (4 above) or on “View all” (2).
This is the core of our listserv: a chronological list of all
correspondence.

Step one: logging in
Homepage
It is worth spending a minute or two familiarising oneself
with the various functions that are accessible from this
page. Among the details that can be gleaned are a rather
interesting set of statistics.
The screenshot below of the homepage shows these
figures at a glance (recorded on 4 March):
1 = 283 members

Step three: Discussions page
The last line of each post indicates the person who
posted the message, the date and a blue hyperlink
saying, for example “2 messages”. The latter indication is
particularly significant and highlights the importance of
retaining the subject line while corresponding on a
particular matter. Doing so allows Google Groups to
‘pack’ the original request and related correspondence
together. An example which the visually intense will read
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with ease in the screenshot above is Silistene’s request
on 27 February with the subject “Zambia The Income Tax
8 (Amendment) Act 2007”, also marked on the left with a
yellow star (I added the star and this functionality will also
be explained further on). Click on “2 messages”; you will
be able to read both the query and the outcome.
Should you come across a query that is of particular
interest to you, click on the outline of a star on the left.
The icon will be filled with yellow and the subject tagged
for your future reference.
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Files
Documents may be uploaded from one’s network to this
area. The sample documents to be found there at
present are the listserv’s Code of Conduct and
Advertising Policy.
One of the suggested uses for this area is judgments or
other material of immediate interest that may take longer
to appear on their permanent websites.
The layout for both the Pages and Files areas is almost
identical. “Pages” is used as the example below.

Profiles
The only information included by default when new
subscribers join the listserv, is an email address. Optional
extras are the name, business and photo fields. A few
individuals have included these already and it makes for
a more rounded community presence, particularly for
those of us who live outside Gauteng and don’t often
have the chance to meet other members personally.
Many of us already have profiles on our company
websites, so including this information on the OSALL
listserv would not necessarily be adding any personal
information that
isn’t already on the Internet. However, privacy issues are
a matter of personal choice.

Step five: Pages and Files
Searching
Anyone who is familiar with the search operators that
apply in the Google search engine will immediately be
comfortable with the mechanisms of searching in Google
Groups.
There are two ways to search the contents of the OSALL
listserv. Preliminary or simple searches are probably
most easily run by using “Search this group” (see image
Step two, number 5).

Step four: members’ profiles
Pages
This area allows the development of communally
accessible html documents. The example used in the
Workshop is called “Journals”. It currently lists only the
SA Deeds Journal and De Rebus, with hyperlinks to the
websites where these are respectively found. Please
assist us with the development of this list.
Other possible uses for this feature are pages relating to
specific pieces of legislation that could be updated by
anyone having authoritative information to add, thus
supplying current status details to anyone who visits the
page.

Should this method not return the results one requires, a
possible second course of action could be to widen the
targeted information by clicking on “Search Groups” (see
image Step two, number 6). I wouldn’t recommend this
for anything other than fairly specific search phrases but
one could find results on another library group’s forum.
The example we used last Thursday to make a
comparison between these two options was “law library”.
Our listserv returned 125 results; the Google Groups’
option returned 971 000.
The second way to interrogate the contents of the OSALL
listserv is to move up a level, out of OSALL’s group to the
Google Group’s homepage and run an advanced search.
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Google Groups’ Homepage
Either click on the Google Group’s hyperlink in the top left
hand
corner
of
the
screen
or
go
to
www.groups.google.com. On the right hand of the search
box is an “Advanced Search” hyperlink (Step six number
2 which will open the image Step seven). This is a search
page most of us will be familiar with.
The one essential field to include when using this option
is “Return only messages from the group at this
location osall-list”.
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and any amendments or additions to your tagged
messages will be visible.
Other information that can be seen at a glance on the
Groups’ homepage is a list of the groups one belongs to.
As an example, in the image below ‘my’ groups are
identified as OSALL, SAOUG, Google Friends and
Google Librarians’ Newsletter.
1

2

One has the usual words and phrases options. You may
wish to experiment with the phrase “Library of Congress”.
Messages can also be identified by the contents of the
Subject lines. You may remember the discussion on the
listserv in mid-2007 relating to the use of categories in ()
at the beginning of each subject line. (A list of these is
available on the OSALL website www.osall.org.za and
will also be loaded into the Pages section of the listserv).
The reason for including a category, for example
Legislation, is to ensure that the relevant material can be
traced when running a search. Individual messages may
or may not include the particular word, but using a set of
uniform categories will make it easier to narrow searches.
For example, different results will be returned for
searches for (a) children; (b) legislation children; and (c)
“case law” children. You may wish to experiment with a
subject line search for Vacancy.
Restricting searches by the author can also be timesaving. For example, Lara posts a lot of information
relating to tax law to the listserv. Lara’s email address
could be used to return results from this source.
If one recalls seeing correspondence on a particular
subject within, for example, the last three months, it is
possible to define these parameters.
The results are returned according to Google’s current
search algorithms at any given time. Anyone influenced
by the demands of search engine optimization will likely
be aware of the Google Dance phenomenon: the periodic
adjustment of these algorithms to return more relevant
results. This means that a site that may be returned at
the top of a search one day, may disappear into the
depths of the same search after the “Dance”. Should you
find a set of returned results a bit disconcerting for any
reason, you have the option to order them chronologically
by clicking on the “Sort by date” instruction in the top right
hand corner.
Do you recall, under the Discussions’ section, that
particular discussions could be tagged by highlighting the
adjacent star/s? This will come into its own when you
click on the Favorites heading on the Google Homepage
(Step six number 1). A list of tagged subjects will appear

Step six : Google Groups’ homepage
Trouble-shooting
It is worth remembering that Google Applications are very
much influenced by in house IT policies. Should you not
see the screen in the way the images above have
depicted the various facilities, please consult your
technical team as the first resort. It may be necessary for
them to tweak the permissions or firewalls that apply to
your machine/s. As Listserv Administrator, there is not
much, if anything, I can do to influence the access you
have to the listserv once you have been added as a
member.
Please contribute tips, suggestions and observations as
these are sure to be of interest to all of us.
Mary Bruce
Opinions expressed in this column are my own and not necessarily
those of my employer

-----------------------------------Please send suggestions and contributions for future
and/or
columns
to
mary@lawsoc.co.za
SharonP@routledges.co.za
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Personally, I think they went a step too far
in making the library electronic"

“There is no greater sin in war than ignorance. Never
speak or act on anything you aren’t 100 percent sure of,
or someone will expose your mistake and take you down
for it.”
‘Margaret B. Jones’ [Margaret Seltzer], quoted in Michiko
Kakutani’s review of Love or Consequences.
Notice Board in a Library:
“The local library was moving to the other side of town.
To save costs, residents were asked to help out by
borrowing ten books each and returning them three
weeks later".
Reader: "Can you tell me where the 'self-help' section
is?"
Librarian: "But doesn't that defeat the whole purpose?"
THIS IS THE BEST LAWYER STORY OF THE YEAR,
DECADE AND PROBABLY THE CENTURY
A Charlotte, NC lawyer purchased a box of very rare and
expensive cigars, and then insured them against fire,
among other things. Within a month, having smoked his
entire stockpile of these great cigars and without yet
having made even his first premium payment on the
policy, the lawyer filed claim against the insurance
company.
In his claim, the lawyer stated the cigars were lost "in a
series of small fires." The insurance company refused to
pay, citing the obvious reason that the man had
consumed the cigars in the normal fashion.
The lawyer sued and WON!
In delivering the ruling, the judge agreed with the
insurance company that the claim was frivolous. The
judge stated nevertheless, that the lawyer "held a policy
from the company in which it had warranted that the
cigars were insurable and also guaranteed that it would
insure them against fire, without defining what is
considered to be unacceptable fire" and was obligated to
pay the claim. Rather than endure lengthy and costly
appeal process, the insurance company accepted the
ruling and paid $15,000 to the lawyer for his loss of the
rare cigars lost in the "fires".
After the lawyer cashed the check, the insurance
company had him arrested on 24 counts of ARSON!!!
With his insurance claim and his testimony from the
previous case being used against him, the lawyer was
convicted of intentionally burning his insured property
and was sentenced to 24 months in jail and a $24,000
fine.
Unknown Author
Contribution by: Danielle Botha

Need accurate, reliable and
efficient updating done in
your library?
I have years of experience and will
be able to provide you with
excellent service.
I offer the following services:
• Loose-leaf filing
• Annotations
• Updating Statutes of SA
• Any other specific library service
Contact details:
Name: Patricia van Wyk
Cell: 083 555 5910

